Effects of a heterogeneous set of xenobiotics on growth and plasma membranes of mammalian and fungal cell cultures.
A comparison of the toxicity of 45 selected, heterogenous substances on two test organisms of different taxonomic levels, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, was made. In addition, effects on the yeast plasma membrane-integrated H(+)-ATPase and on the CHO adenosine uptake system were investigated. For all test systems, log EC50 values highly correlated with log EC20 values. Good correlations were obtained between CHO proliferation rate and yeast growth rate (r = 0.80). However, CHO cells were about four times more sensitive than yeast. A good accordance was also found between effects on yeast cell growth and on the H(+)-ATPase, indicating a plasma membrane impairment as a major cause of cytotoxicity. These findings were supported by correlations of log EC20 values with the log Pow as a measure for lipophilicity. Although the test systems demonstrated different dependencies, the main trend reflected an increasing toxicity with increasing lipophilicity. Comparisons with data from in vivo test systems suggest that these in vitro test systems could be implemented for initial estimation of basic toxicity and the detection of outliers thereby reducing the number of tests with higher animals.